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In a 6-3 decision, the United States Supreme Court ruled, March 7th, tha t
THE IROQi'OI .S

		

the Tuscarora Indians must surrender, for compensation, a sizeable trac t
of lend to the New York State Power Authority for use in connection wit h

hydro-electric power development at Niagara Falls .

A dissenting opinion by Justices Black, Warren, and Douglas contained these signif-
icant words :

"This is their home - their ancestral home . There they, their children, an d
their forebears were born . They, too, have their memories and their love .
Some things are worth more than money and the costs of a new enterprise . I
regret that this court is to be the . . . agency that breaks faith with thi s
dependent people . Great nations, like great men, should keep their word. "
(Emphasis supplied) .
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"From its launching site near the Aral Sea, the Russian rocket hurtle d

IMPOSSIBLE 7,767 miles in 36 .5 minutes . It soared to a 765-mile altitude, streake d
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back into the atmosphere at 16,156 miles an hour, end plopped into th e
ocean only 1 .2 miles from the bull's-eye . The war-head was huge enough

to hold an 8-megaton bomb (equivalent to 8 million tons of TNT) . These frightening
figures add up to one answer : our cities are now only minutes away from possibl e

total destruction ."

	

-- Jack Anderson, Parade, March 6, 196 0

WHERE WE Atomic scientist Ralph Lapp predicted on March 6th that by 1963 Russia coul d
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fire long-range rockets with sufficient accuracy to knock out foxed missil e
bases in this country . (270 such bases are contemplated in this country . )

"And that means," said Dr . Lapin, "your deterrent will not be believable . "

BUT WE One of the major problems confronting the military is this : "If major Unite d
BRAVELY States cities or military targets were hit by a sneak nuclear attack, woul d
PLAN & our military and missile commands get word soon enough to launch a quick re -
DEVISE taliatory attack? Communications lines (would be wiped out, even if ther e

were survivors to use them .

"And if the attack were aimed at the retaliatory forces themselves, how could th e
military determine rapidly what they had left to work with in launching their counter -
attack? "

The Air Force tells Congress that it has "a simple, fool-proof bomb system tha t
will flash a report'of local destruction to key military centers fast enough to outru n

the atomic shock waves ." Small, light-sensitive units which will be mounted on phone -
poles will be tied together by wire, the units being sensitive, so it is said, only t o

the blinding flash of a nuclear bomb . It will cost only about $2,000,000 a year t o

operate the system .

UPI dispatch in New York Herald-Tribune, March 7, 1960

MEANWHILE "we find leading Christian thinkers who, while they support the nuclear arm s
race in the interest of maintaining a supposed 'balance of terror,' recoi l

from the gaping void toward which it leads : they prescribe nuclear armaments only as a

bluff, for they know now that they cannot sanction in the name of their Master, th e

actual triggering of the destruction of the world He came to redeem! Forgetful tha t
nuclear missile systems require the delegation of decisive power from the Congress an d
the Executive to the battery commanders and ultimately to the electronic brain, the y
conclude their arguments in support of the arms-race by declaring that, were the enem y

to come to the point of employing the weapons of all-out war, they as 'Christian theolo-
gians could only counsel the choice of the lesser evil, surrender on the enemy's terms ,
even though nothing had been done to prepare the population for the non-violent resist-
ance which would then be the nation's only hope! "

- Howard Schomer, Social Action, Dec . 1959

ROCKY Governor Rockefeller's proposed law making the construction of fallout shelter s
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obligatory has been running into much opposition . Alexander Jones in a stron g
FOR

	

editorial in the Syracuse Herald-Journal called the proposal "living likerat s
ROCKY in a hole ." The proposal seems to be dead for this session of the New Yor k

Legislature, but it has been announced that a public relations campaign will b e
carried on to win public support for another year .
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"The moral di? emn

	

raised by the prah1es, of national defense is almost intal -
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erable . ITO of er oranization presents the spectacle of two -forcedness a s
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does the national state . On the internal level it is the most basic organi -
zation of social life, the framework of society, the surrressor of violence ,

the protector of the weak, the benefactor of the poor, the executor of justice . It i s
no wonder that men have seen in the state an expression of the Divine Will ; it is a
<:reater instrument even than the church for the expression of that concern of all fo r
all which to the Christian at least is the most perfect symbol of the Divine . Toward
its enemies, however, the national state is a monster, a liar, a thief, a murderer, a
creator of orphans, a destroyer of cities, an immense machine to create rain, death ,
destruction, madness, famine,and intolerable woe . It is selfish ; it carp s for none
but its own ; its only objective is its own power and its own defense ; it is sadistic ,
ruthless, inhuman, diabolical . . . The nobler the nation, the more self-sacrifice it ca n
call forth from its people, the more likely it is to lay the world desolate and to con -
sign to the maw of war everything that the patience of enterprise has built up . . . "

Kenneth m . Boulding
Page 195 of "The Organizational Revolution . "
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"The crowd at the airport was small, no more than several hundred people . . . ,
"-'lOD WILL

	

For security reasons - the Secret Service was unhappy about the entir e
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Puerto Rico stop - the President skipped any appearance outside th e
airport and any procession into San Juan . Instead, after a brief ten-

minute private talk with (Governor) Munoz, he took off again in his big MATS jet t o
spend the afternoon and night at Ramey some 90 miles away . There he put in some prac-
tice time on the golf course and gave a small reception for top military brass . . . "

- Wall Street Journal, from San dhan, Feb . 23, 1960

While we have no way of knowin g the relative strength of the various groups, i t
is well that we should be aware that there are three attitudes current in Puerto Ric o
as to relations with the U .S .A . One group is content with the existing "Commonwealth "
status ; another wants Puerto Rico to be the 51st state ; another group wishes complet e
independence of the United States .
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"The practice of negotiation with one's enemies is to be recognized ,
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not merely as a practical necessity in a divided world, but as rest -
ing upon a profound moral basis . In the first instance, it is the

expression of a 'decent respect for the o p inions of mankind,' for obviously there ar e
men and nations who differ vigorously with us in their outlook . Secondly, negotiation

between opponents rests upon the truth that there is a common destiny and therefor e
a common interest bindin g all men, even enemies, together . We may and should deny th e
moral ri ght unon which the Soviet system rests, as vigorously as they do ours . Yet in

ne gotiating with Russia, maintaining relations with her and extendin g cultural an d
economic contacts, we are not merely yielding to expediency . For the Soviet blo c
shares one overridin g common intere st with the free world, if no other - the desir e
to survive and be spared the perils of atomic destruction . "

--Dr . Robert Gordis, Jewish Theol ogical Seminary
in a Church Peace Union pamphlet : Reli gion and
International Responsibility .
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"The spring of 1960 will be a critical period for disarmament negotia -
tions . It is fully expected that the Geneva nuclear test ban talk s

will reach a climax within the next few weeks . On March 15 the 10 nation Disarmament

committee will . meet in Geneva . And on May 16 the Big Four will Father in Paris fo r
their first SumMit Meetin g since July, 1955 .

Will there be pro gress? Or will the sessions end - as they have so often before -
in a stalemate? c ome kind of agreement on disarmament would be a fitting way to star t
a new decade - but one wonders whether the governments concerned really want disarma-
ment . Maybe it is only disarmament negotiations that governments are in favor of, s o
that they can point with pride to their coo perativeness and willingness to discuss th e
problem . History shows that there has in fact been no paucity of negotiations, but one

has yet to see a disarmament agreement . But who knows? Maybe this will be the Year
of the Beginning, rather than the Year of the Rat (which, according to the Chines e
calendar, it is) .

February bulletin, Comm . for World Development and World Disarmamen t
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